
Tin Box Group 
Simply Retro: 30 Victoria Street, #B1-06 CHIJMES, Singapore 187996 
Simply Live: 73 Bras Basah Road, #01-01/02, Singapore 189556 
Simply Jazz: 30 Victoria Street, #B1-03/04 CHIJMES, Singapore 187996 
Fukai: 30 Victoria Street, #B1-07 CHIJMES, Singapore 187996 
https://tinbox.sg/ 
 
Tin Box Group is a multi-concept lifestyle brand that develops, owns and operates a growing 
portfolio of live entertainment venues and restaurants in Singapore. Each venue features a 
specific genre: from pop and retro to jazz and electronic dance music (EDM), that 
guarantees remarkable “live” music experiences. 
 
Simply Retro by Tin Box 
A vinyl-based club and restaurant, Simply Retro by Tin Box is the hotspot for live Cantopop 
and retro music lovers. Cantopop nights happen every Monday to Wednesday, and Friday. 
On Thursdays and Saturdays, classic English retro tunes take centre stage. In between sets, 
our resident DJs will be spinning retro tunes from our vinyl collection. 
 
Simply Live by Tin Box 
A live music venue and restaurant, Simply Live by Tin Box provides a stage to showcase our 
resident band, local rising talents and regional acts. Mandopop takes centre stage, although 
we also host other music genres to cater to different music tastes. 
 
Simply Jazz by Tin Box 
A jazz club and restaurant, Simply Jazz by Tin Box is an intimate venue for live jazz 
performances curated by Singapore’s jazz maestro - Jeremy Monteiro. Our club showcases 
seasoned musicians and rising talents with a broad repertoire - from bebop and straight-
ahead jazz to Latin and contemporary jazz. 
 
Fukai by Tin Box 
A chic and exclusive club, Fukai by Tin Box pays homage to electronic music genres with 
high-energy DJ sets by guest DJs like DJ Farah Farz, Pei Pei and Pink Panda. With a top-
notch sound system and a sleek dance floor, you’ll be fuelled up to get your groove on. 
 
Terms & Conditions: 
- Valid from 6-15 Jan 2023. 
- 10% off for all Tiger Brokers account users upon verification. 
- Discount is not applicable with any other ongoing promotions. 
- Discount is applicable for use for multiple transactions at multiple outlets on the same 
day. 
- Walk-ins are accepted, subjected to venue capacity and availability. Reservations are 
highly recommended. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


